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ידי צוות מורי האנגלית בבתי הספר של-הצעת הפתרון הבחינה באנגלית נכתבה על
.לחמן
LONDON'S UNWANTED GUESTS
Question 1
What do we learn from lines 1-7 about the parakeets in London?
ii) How they affect Londoners.
Question 2
What is explained in lines 8-14?
iii) Why parakeets have been brought to Britain.
vi) What is unusual about the parakeets in London.
Question 3
According to lines 8-14, what change has taken place in the last few decades?
i) The number of parakeets in London has increased.
Question 4
In lines 18-19 we are told that the warmer summers in Britain "may be responsible." Responsible for
WHAT?
ANSWER: The population explosion of parakeets.

Question 5
What are we told about the explanations mentioned in lines 15-23?
ii) There is no scientific evidence to support them.
Question 6
COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
The information in lines 20-23 helps explain why Londoners
View / consider parakeets as a serious nuisance. / suffer from the parakeets. / are unhappy about the
parakeets.
Question 7
COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
In lines 24-29, the writer mentions India as an example of a place where parakeets have done greater
damage (than in London).
Question 8
COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
British authorities will take action if London's parakeets become interested in agricultural areas. / show
any interest in leaving the city for agricultural areas.

LISTENING COMPREHENSION - GHOSTWRITERS: HIDDEN AUTHORS
Question 9
What does Robert tell listeners at the beginning of the interview?
iv) What a ghostwriter does.
Question 10
Which of the following might be seen as a problem with ghostwriting?
i) Readers don't know who really wrote the book.
Question 11
What does Robert do before he starts writing for his clients?
ANSWER: He meets the family. / He talks to the clients. / He tries to understand what they want to say
in the book.
Question 12
Why does Robert mention the book he wrote for the economics professor?
ii) To show that experts use ghostwriters too.
Question 13
According to Robert, why might people use a ghostwriter?
ANSWER: They don't have writing skills. / They are too busy.
Question 14
What does Robert explain in his last answer?
iii) What makes his job interesting.

